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Introduction

Predicting  which  of  the  weapons  will  have  the  greatest  impact  of
military operation  on our  future is  a  mysterious effort,  as the nature of
warfare itself is fluid and constantly changing. One is sure, one of them is
information Superiority as a competitive advantage in the Information Age.
Combat  in  the  Information  Age  will  unavoidably  personalize  the
characteristics  that  contrast  this  age  from  previous  ones.  These
characteristics influence the capabilities that are passed to combat as well
as the nature of  the surroundings in  which conflicts  happen.  Since the
beginning of history of war, from the use of cavalry units at the outbreak of
the First  World War to the deployment  of  Unmanned Aerial  Vehicles in
Operation Allied Force,  the combat  tools  and tactics have evolved with
developments of army technologies, therefore substantial  changes exert
influence on nature of war. For quite endless time, as a result of continuous
information  proliferation,  we  have  been  inside  a  revolution  in  military
affairs.

Through history there were a lot  of  indicators from which we could
conclude that the possession of information could be a relative advantage
in warfare. Operation Overlord in World War II, as Allied invasion of Europe
in June 1944, was a successful example of information advantage at the
operational  level  of  war,  and later  to  have been ‘decisive’ to  the  Allied
victory. “Ultra” was a precedent operation in which Allied intelligence forces
succeeded to decode German enciphered communication system called
Enigma.  This  allowed  the  allied  forces  to  establish  and  maintain  an
information  advantage  compared  to  the  enemy,  and  at  the  same  time
enabled them to carry out a large number of deception operation  with the
aim to mislead Germans. Furthermore, at the time of the invasion, Allied
forces were aware of the geographic locations of all but 2 out of the 40-
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plus divisions of German Army Groups B and G. In these conditions of
information advantage success could be predicted.  So to summarize, the
above  mentioned  substantial  information  advantage,  combined  with
aggressive  deception  operations,  enabled  Allied  Forces  to  accomplish
surprise and a decisive force advantage on the beaches at  Normandy.
Information has always been one of the parameters of power, but in recent
decades,  rapid  advances in  the field of  information and communication
technology has enabled it to become the key factor that gives battles and
wars.

As we look into the twenty-first century, technology continues to play
a greater role in the way the armed forces operate. However, the armed
forces are not changing only by developing new weapons like unmanned
aerial  vehicles  (UAVs)  or  sophisticated  warships.  Through  the  use  of
military networks and constant upgrading of the same, we have witnessed
the changing way of military communication, modifying the way of issuing
orders  by  commander  or  receiving  reports  back,  and  transformation
distributing  intelligence  among  forces.  More  precisely,  in  present  time
computer, radio and data networks link almost all military assets to each
other and to the decision makers. From the modern aircraft high in the sky
and  some  nuclear  submarine  at  the  bottom  of  the  ocean  to  the
commanders on the ground, the doctrine of network centric warfare gives
the  military  the  ability  to  to  attain  a  high  level  of  shared  battlespace
awareness that is exploited to achieve strategic, operational, and tactical
objectives in accordance with the commander’s intent1. It  is important to
note that network centric includes the coordination of dispersed forces on a
global  level,  not  just  only  joint  warfare  in  a  specific  theatre  or  area of
operations. The use of technological solutions, especially in the conditions
of modern warfare is expanding the possibilities of integrated management
of complex combat situations. That has relevant or in some cases crucial
influence on the planning, preparation and execution of military operations
by  continuously  providing  qualitatively  and  quantitatively  assessing  the
situation,  which  contributes  to  creating  conditions  for  making  quality
decisions.

Modern warfare ranks technology among the most important features,
which greatly influences the way to wage war, almost as much as a human
factor in their meaning and impact. Parallel to technological development, it
must be given imperative that technological innovation must be followed by
intellectual innovation which is focused on new solutions and changes both
in doctrine and in the direct  organization.  In this way,  the technological

1 The Implementation of Network-Centric Warfare, Force Transformation, Office of the 
Secretary of Defense, Pentagon, Washington, 05. January 2005.
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innovations integrate with the modern organization, which should provide
an appropriate result of set goals.

Classical military hierarchy and classical method of  warfare are not
compatible  with  modern  conditions.  The  linear  and  sequential  process,
whose basis is composed of maneuver, grouping of forces and armed fight
are slowly going beyond. A decentralized or network centric organizational
set-up of warfare, in which knowledge is the dominant and crucial category,
more and more is coming to expression in the modern world. 

NCW – Network Centric Warfare

Progress in technology throughout the twentieth century has caused
on important developments in the way armed forces of the world conduct
combat. Chief of US Naval Operations Admiral Jay Johnson has called it a
fundamental shift from what we call platform-centric warfare to something
we call network-centric warfare, and it will prove to be the most important
revolution in military affairs in the past 200 years2.

The  fundamental  changes  in  American  society  have  led  to  the
establishment  of  Network-centric  warfare  as  a  part  of  all  associated
revolutions in military affairs.  The above changes have been prevailed by
the  co-evolution  of  economics,  information  technology,  and  business
processes and organizations, and they all together are associated by three
subjects:

 the change in focus from the platform to the network;
 the change from viewing actors as independent to viewing them as part of

a continuously adapting ecosystem;
 the importance of  making strategic choices to adapt  or  even survive in

such changing ecosystems.
These  are  basic  subjects  which  have  transformed  the  nature  of

business today, and they also have modified and in the future will continue
to modify the way we conduct combat or different business of the Army.

Once there was a mistaken belief that information advantage is simply
condition of the information and communications capabilities that one side
in conflict has advantage in comparison to an opposing side. We need to
understand  that  information  advantage  is  not  only  about  emphasis  on
information  process,  like  collection,  analyses,  spreading  and  others.
Instead of that, it is  significant to estimate forces’ information capabilities
over  their  own  demand.  These  forces’  information-related  needs  are
defined  by:  doctrine,  tactics,  techniques,  procedures,  concepts  of

2 The U.S. Naval Institute Annapolis Seminar and 123d Annual Meeting, Annapolis, MD, 23 
April 1997.
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operation,  command  approaches,  organizational  forms,  rules  of
engagement,  level  of  education  and  training  and  the  characteristics  of
weapons  systems  (taken  together  they  all  form  a  mission  capability
package)3.
The ability of a military unit to effectively conduct combat or some other
military  operation depends  in  large  volume  on  the  degree  to  which  its
information  needs  are  met.  If  we  are  just  reducing information-related
needs, we will make our own potential path to failure. If we want to achieve
a  winning  strategy,  a  prerequisite  for  that  is  matching  concepts  of
operations  to  information-related  capabilities. In  the  era  of  using
Information  Age  technologies,  organizations can  place  Information  Age
concepts to work moving information rather than people, guide distributed
operations and replacing information for mass. The point is in catching the
right  balance in  which are  paired information-related capabilities  with a
concept of operations, approach to command and control, organization and
the capabilities of the people and the weapons systems. 

Source:  Network-Centric  Warfare,  Department  of  Defense  USA,  Office  of  Force
Transformation, The Implementation of Network-Centric Warfare, January 2005, p. 4.

Figure 1. Information Age Transformation

3 D. S. Albert, J. J. Garstka, R. E. Hayes, D. A. Signori, Understanding Information Age 
Warfare, August 2001.
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Network-centric warfare (NCW) is, in its essence, an emerging theory
of  war  in  the  Information  Age,  and  actually  represents  the  military’s
response to the Information Age. It represents the concept of abstract and
general approach to resolving social conflicts in the Information Age. Of all
known means and methods used in the social conflicts of all levels and
forms, NCW has features of the highest level of generality. 

The term network-centric warfare broadly describes the combination of
strategies, emerging tactics, techniques and procedures and organizations
that  a fully or  even a partially networked force can employ to create a
decisive warfighting advantage4. 

NCW produces increased  combat  power  using  networking sensors,
decision makers, and shooters, all in order to achieve:

 shared awareness; 
 increased speed of command; 
 high tempo of operations; 
 greater lethality; 
 increased survivability;
 degree of self-synchronization (figure 1.). 

The  main  role  of  NCW  is  essentially  transformation  information
advantage into combat power by efficiently linking friendly forces within the
battle space, providing a considerable improved shared awareness of the
situation, supporting more rapid and effective decision making at all levels
of military operations (Strategic, Operational and Tactical level), and there
by allowing for increased speed of execution. All friendly forces (land, navy,
air,  cyber,  special)  are  connected  in  this  ‘network’  through  existing
information technology systems and they are part  of  it,  but  all  of  them
simultaneously can  exploit  it.  Technological  development  and  use  of
information technology provide further growth opportunities for collecting,
analysis  and  presentation  of  data  in  real  time virtually  to  all  interested
users, whereby the engagement of assets and decision making process
are getting a new dimension.

To understand what  is  different  about  Network Centric  Warfare and
successfully  implement  the  emerging  theory  of  war  and  the  NCW
capabilities,  we  have  to  simultaneously  focus  and  understand  all  four
domains of warfare and the interactions between them. 

Network Centric Warfare involves networking all his four basic tenets
which  together  constitute  a  theory  about  NCW  as  a  source  of  power
(Figure 2):

 Physical Domain;
 Information Domain;
 Cognitive Domain;

4 The Implementation….
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 Social Domain5.
The above mentioned domains have the following characteristics:
Physical Domain
The  physical  domain  is  the  traditional  domain  of  warfare  that

characterized move force through time and space. Its range is all space
environments in which military forces performs operation (land, air, sea and
space)  including  where  are  placed  the  physical  platforms  and
communications  networks  that  connect  them  among  themselves.  The
combat  power  of  force has traditionally  been measured in  the physical
domain because the elements of this domain are the easiest to measure.

Information Domain
The information domain  represents the  domain where information is

created,  manipulated,  and  shared.  It  is  the  domain  that  facilitates  the
exchange of information among warfighters. The force has the ability to
share, access, and protect information until ensuring and maintaining an
information advantage over the opponent. This is the domain of sensors, or
more precisely  it  contains  processes  for  sharing and  accessing  sensor
products as well as ‘finished’ intelligence, and where command and control
of Army functioning are carried out with the commander’s intent. For this
reason it is very important to protect and secure this information domain
from opponent activities, in order to gain combat power.

Cognitive Domain
The cognitive domain is in the mind of the warfighter. The elements of

this domain are self-confidence of leadership, unity or cohesion in the unit,
morale, estimated level of training, experience and as a main element –
situational  awareness.  In  this  domain  the  commander  combines  the
elements with the doctrine, tactics, techniques and procedures, and trough
shared understanding and awareness of situation,  he develops his own
intent.  Also,  cognitive  domain  is  where  concept  and  tactics  of  making
military operation is created. It is important to note that a large number of
battles, campaigns and wars are won in this domain.

Social Domain
The unavoidable social domain is about the elements of human nature,

values, attitudes, culture and similar ones. It is where people cooperate,
exchange information, shape shared awareness and understandings, and
make collective decisions.

So, the point is in attain ability of military unit to conduct information
operations through all of four domains to achieve synchronized effects in
each of these domains. The central theory of Network Centric Warfare is
that  Army with these attributes and capabilities will  be able to generate
increased combat power by:

5 Ibidem.
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 better synchronizing effects in the battlespace;
 achieving greater speed of command;
 increasing lethality, survivability, and responsiveness6.

6 Understanding….
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Source: Domains  of  Conflict,  DOD  USA,  Office  of  Force  Transformation,  The
Implementation of Network-Centric Warfare, January 2005, p. 21.

Figure 2. Information Age Warfare

This  new  concept  of  Warfare,  NCW, radically increase  force’s
capability to quickly,  efficiently,  and  effectively activate and aim all  of  its
existing assets with the aim of successful accomplish  assigned missions.
Network  Centric  Warfare  lets  forces  to  adapt  rapidly  to  a  dynamic
environment.  The  key  is  to  achieve  the  highest  effects  without  the
unnecessary  accumulation  of  forces  and  resources  whereby  the  factor
space and the positioning of power become less important than in earlier
times. These enhanced warfighting capabilities outcome in part from the
ability of a force to achieve a high degree of integration across a number of
dimensions, the ability to substitute information for mass, and the ability to
move information instead of moving people and material.

In network centric warfare information superiority does not necessarily
equate with large quantities of information and data. Superiority is primarily
provided with relevancy, accuracy and timeliness of data and information.
For this it is very important to provide quickly and accurately access and
select  information  either  automatically  or  with  organizational  ability  to
adapt, but it is best when both procedure is synchronized and harmonized.
Three basic nets of network centric warfare (sensor, command and control
and communication networks) are combining to ensure quick and accurate
effects. But to ensure that the information from these networks satisfy the
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accuracy standards of relevance and timeliness, it is necessary to develop
a lot of details.

The  leading  network-centric  proponents  describe  the  impact  of
network-centric  warfare  in  comparison to  a  traditional  military  operation
and network centric operation. In traditional military operations, a mission
is  assigned  by  a  superior  commander  and  planned.  Forces  will  be
generated, and operations will  be executed to concentrate power on an
objective.  In  this  way  of  conducting  an  operation  we  have  periods  of
relative  inaction,  during  the  shift from  the  generation  forces  and
coordination actions phase to the phase of conducting military actions. On
the other hand, if we have linked forces and by that network provided near-
real-time situational  awareness,  we  do not  need to waste  time and we
could act continuously. So we do not longer need additional time before
deciding  on  further  action,  because  the  information  and  coordination
needed are already available. Moreover, shared awareness would allow a
smaller, decentralized command structure, with ability to made decisions at
the  lowest  practical  level  of  command  ‘self-synchronization’  that  would
permit us to regain ‘lost combat power’. This would significantly speed up
the  pace  of  conducting  these  semi-independent  operations.  So  to
conclude,  it  is  evident  that  network-centric  operations  are  really  about
optimizing combat power, or combat efficiency.

NEC – Network Enabled Capability

The formal  definition  of  NATO Network  Enabled  Capability  (NNEC)
says that it is  the Alliance's cognitive and technical ability to federate the
various  components  of  the  operational  environment,  from the  strategic
level  down to the tactical  levels,  through a Networking and Information
Infrastructure (NII)7. In other words, NNEC programme is in fact Alliance’s
ability to unite diverse potential and capabilities using a Networking and
Information Infrastructure at both military (strategic to tactical) and civilian
levels. 

What is important to note, as the main objective of the NATO Network
Enabled Capability,  is  to initiate a culture transformation that  starts with
people, indicated by the catchphrase ‘Share to Win’. One of the best ways
of  reaching enhanced situational  awareness is continued  exchanging of
information  and interaction  with  each  other.  This  leads  to  Information
Superiority, which is the ability to get the right information at the right time
to the right people. From this kind of interaction and superior situational
awareness arise greater opportunities to make a quicker decision, which

7 Definition from official NATO web site, http://www.act.nato.int/nnec [access: 03.06.2016].
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ultimately saves lives, resources and improves collaboration among nation-
states.  NATO  describes  information  superiority  as  the  operational
advantage resulting from the capability to collect, process, and spread out
an endless flow of information and, at the same time, avoid opponent’s
attempts to do the same.

This  concept  was  born  as  the  need  to  exploit  the  potential  of
development of information-network technology out of the strategic level, in
goal to simplify fundamental modifications in the approach we configure
and provide defense capability.  It  is  linked to the US concept  Network-
Centric  Warfare  or  NCW,  which  was  formulated  at  the  beginning  as
‘translating  an  information  advantage  into  a  decisive  warfighting
advantage’.  The Network  Enabled Capability was named by the United
Kingdom Ministry  of  Defense  and  it  was  linked  to  the  durable  idea  of
reaching greater military outcome as a result of greater use of information
technology in order to reach ‘right information, right place, right time – and
not too much’. The concept for the realization of the above was provided
as logical integration of sensors, decision-makers, effectors and support
capabilities, all in order to reach more flexible and responsive army force. 

The mentioned integration is enabled to support military commanders
to reach enhanced awareness of the developing military situation, and at
the same time, through network,  improve the ability of  reaction through
various  events.  The  necessity  for  NNEC  is  essential  to  all  alliance
operations. 

We can observe NNEC as the ability to efficiently unite capabilities in
joined operations through:

 the existing network and communication system;
 the forwarded information;
 the process employed to handle it;
 the policy and doctrine that permits distribution information and services.

NNEC  supports  different  partners,  by  various  capabilities  and
requirements, to operate under unified set of ‘rules’ that make available
interoperability from the technical to the cognitive domain. The concept of
‘The  Connected  Forces  Initiative’  is  entirely  supported  by  NNEC  and
mobilizes all of NATO's resources to strengthen the Allies' ability to work
together in a truly connected way8.

The networking (and) information infrastructure (NII) is the supportive
structure that  provides collaboration  and information exchange between
users  and  decreases  the  decision-cycle  time.  This  listed  above
infrastructure enables the integration of existing networks in an agile and
seamless mode.

8 NATO Transformation and Future Challenges, Lt. Gen. Gianmarco Chiarini, February 
2013.
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In  order  to  provide  connection  between  different  systems  among
various  nations,  NATO  has  concentrated  on  development  of
interoperability.  For  growth  of  interoperability,  NATO uses  Doctrine  and
Policy,  Processes,  Information and Assets (Networks and Systems)  like
four  components  in  way  to  recognize  requirements  and  find  solutions
which will enable active sharing of information and services supported by
standards, linking instructions, data management, information security and
enable  the  same  policies  for  all.  NNEC  develops  the  ability  to  import
information exchange and ability to make full use and derive benefit from it.
A major precondition for effective combined and joint operations is certainly
semantic interoperability of Command and Control Information System, as
ability of systems to exchange data with unambiguous, shared meaning. 

However,  interoperability  in  the  military  domain  is  not  easy  to
accomplish,  considering  that  every  nation  has  its  own  Command  and
Control  Information  System,  different  from  others.  The  framework  for
Semantic  Interoperability  covers  NATO  needs  for  semantic  correct
interoperability  among  coalitions.  In  order  to  successfully  overcome
semantic gaps there must be established knowledge-based mechanisms
and policies.  As  an  example,  an  identical  understanding  of  exchanged
information at human receiver and sender cannot be accepted in an easy
way just like that, because the meaning of information could be different.
To achieve the premises for NNEC means to guarantee that the meaning
of exchanged data and the purpose of the information exchange must be
preserved. It  is  a  very  hard  task  to  set  a  collective  semantics  for
information exchange that is agreed upon by a large community of interest.
But Multilateral Interoperability Programme (MIP) has accomplished that,
and made an interoperability solution that is supported by 28 nations9.

MIP – Multilateral Interoperability Programme

The  Multilateral  Interoperability  Programme  is  an  interoperability
organization  established  by national  Command and  Control  Information
Systems  (C2IS)  developers  with  a  requirement  to  share  relevant
Command  and  Control  information  in  a  multinational  or  coalition
environment.  As  a  result  of  collaboration  within  the  programme,  MIP
produces a set of specifications which when implemented by the nations,
provide  the  required  interoperability  capability10. It  is  a  voluntary  and
independent activity in NATO environment by the participating nations and

9 By September 2009, 28 members have joined the programme, including 21 NATO 
nations, 5 nations of the Partnership for Peace (PfP) programme, Australia and NATO Allied
Command Transformation.
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organizations.  MIP allows checking achieved level  of  interoperability for
every  joined  nation,  it  provides  a  debate  for  exchanging  information
significant  to  national  implementation  in  purpose  of enabling
synchronization,  and  assures  the  quality  of  the  specification  through
operational and technical testing of national implementations in order to
reduce  the  interoperability  gap  between  different  C2IS.  The  main  MIP
target is the interoperability of command and control (C2) systems with the
Land  view  of  Joint  operations,  but  it  emphasizes  the  requirements  of

Maritime and Air communities in future baselines.
Source: Multilateral Interoperability Programme, Ladislav BUŘITA, December 2009, p. 628.

Figure 3. Concept of MIP solution

The main part of the MIP solution is the Information Exchange Data
Model (IEDM), as shown on Figure 3. It is a product of the analysis of a
wide spectrum of Allied information exchange requirements, and it converts
information that combined joint component commanders need to exchange
into an appropriate form. This model allows information exchange between
two different C2IS, but at the same time enabling every C2IS to choose
what  information  is  willing  to  exchange,  in  what  time  and  whom  the
information will be forwarded.  We may conclude that the ultimate goal of
successful MIP solution is no other than ability of combined joint force to
operate  as  a  single,  synchronized  team  in  accomplishing  its  assigned
mission in the modern battle space. In order to achieve that synergy during

10 Definition from Official MIP web site, https://mipsite.lsec.dnd.ca/Pages/WhatisMIP_ 
3.aspx [access: 03.06.2016].
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conducting  joint  force  military  operations,  MIP  has  to  establish  shared
situational awareness between commanders.

Figure  4  presents  one  of  the  high-level  views  of  the  MIP solution
between two  nations  A and B.  A core  asset  of  this  MIP solution  is  its
common information model,  the latest  upgraded version which is called
Joint  Consultation,  Command,  and  Control  Information  Exchange  Data
Model (JC3IEDM). The JC3IEDM is the result of cooperation between MIP
and  NATO,  and  it  describes  a  common  semantics  for  information
exchanged between two C2ISs. It is ratified as NATO STANAG 5525. The
connection  between  two  JC3IEDM is  provided  by  MIP gateway,  which
enables MIP common interface (MCI). Each C2IS has to map or manage
all its information onto the JC3IEDM, which may be defined by means of a
proprietary  data  model. The  JC3IEDM  enables  to  describe  militarily
relevant  objects,  including  their  status  and  position,  their  current  and
expected capabilities and equipment and others. 

On  the  technical  level,  MIP  describes  two  information  exchange
mechanisms, i.e. the Message Exchange Mechanism (MEM) and The Data
Exchange Mechanism (DEM). MEM is based on ESMTP11 and used for
(email)  exchange  of  formatted  messages.  DEM  is  a  technical  solution
protocol used for database replication, the DEM is used to replicate data
from one MIP gateway to another one. In the latest release of the MIP
specifications – MIP baseline 3 – the MEM is only used for the exchange of
a  few  system  management  messages  and  NBC  (nuclear,  biological,
chemical) messages, whereas the DEM is used to exchange all kinds of
operational information that can be expressed in the JC3IEDM. Using this
two  exchange  mechanisms  ensures  that  respective  C2IS  can  be  kept
synchronized to provide a shared Common Operational Picture (COP) of
the exchanged data. How Common Operational Picture varies depending
on  evolving  events,  DEM  replicates  only  the  changed  data,  keeping
constancy of the COP whilst reducing bandwidth consumption.

The DEM uses a publish-subscribe method. If a MIP gateway unlocks
a connection to another MIP gateway, the second gateway responds with
a list  of  available  Operational  Information  Groups  (OIG)  that  the  staff
commander  allows to share12.  From a technical  point  of  view,  the DEM

11 Extended Simple Mail Transfer Protocol ESMTP.

12 There are six predefined OIG categories: Friendly and Neutral (Organisational), Friendly
and Neutral (Non-Organisational), Uncorrelated Enemy and Unknown, Correlated Enemy 
and Unknown, Globally Significant, Plans & Orders. According to Multilateral Interoperability
Programme MIP Test Reference System, Fraunhofer Institute for Communication, 
Information Processing, and Ergonomics Neuenahrer Straße 20 53343 Wachtberg 
Germany, NOV 2009.
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relies  on  TCP/IP as  a  reliable,  connection-oriented  service.  Of  course,
when we talk about this, we are thinking about secure local area network,
not public networks. To do this, nations have to use their own capabilities
and their secured communication infrastructure to set up their own secure
private  local  network  that  will  enable  to  exchange  data  with  a  remote

system.
Source: Multilateral  Interoperability Programme MIP Test Reference System,  Fraunhofer
Institute  for  Communication,  Information  Processing  and  Ergonomics,  Wachtberg,
Germany, Novembar 2009, p. 3.

Figure 4. The MIP solution

MIP, as a voluntary and independent activity in NATO environment by
the  participating  nations  and  organizations,  is  to  further  develop  and
improve interface specifications in order to reduce the interoperability gap
between different C2IS.

NFFI – NATO Friendly Force Information

The NFFI is interoperability standard which was established in 2005 by
Allied Command Transformation (ACT). The main idea of this standard is
enabling exchange friendly force tracks between national Command and
Control  Information  Systems  (C2IS).  The  NFFI  standard  has  been
developed  by  the  NATO  Consultation,  Command  and  Control  Agency
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(NC3A). As the same name suggests, the NFFI standard is presently used
only for exchanging information on friendly forces, but in the future it could
be extended to contain information on opponent types of units. The NFFI
standard contains a message definition and interface protocol definitions
for  the  information exchange,  and  its  specification  is  published  in  draft
STANAG 5527. This standard has not been ratified by the NATO member
states, it has emerged as an urgent need of information exchange during
the ISAF13 mission, because of the problem of friendly fire incidents during
joint operations.

If  we compare this NFFI with MIP we can conclude that  NFFI  is  a
simpler  and  incomplete  protocol  for  the  exchange  of  friendly  forces
situational  awareness data in  order  to  decrease the risk of  friendly  fire
incidents, it does not support exchange of more advanced information at
tactical planning or intelligence report (like MIP does). So, this should not
be viewed as some kind of replacement for MIP, but rather an addition that
will provide the exchange of a minimal set of situational awareness data. It
is an important mentioning that NFFI is compatible with the MIP JC3IEDM
(or C2IEDM) with a defined mapping between the two standards that result
in a minimal loss of data semantics. 

Interoperability (Aspects and Levels)

The  ability  of  systems,  units,  or  forces  to  provide  services  to  and
accept  services  from  other  systems,  units,  or  forces,  and  to  use  the
services so exchanged to enable them to operate effectively  together14.
This  capability  has  crucial  importance  to  conduct  joint  network  centric
operation.

Conducting joint operations between different elements of a deployed
joint  force  or  conducting  multinational  operations  is  today  unthinkable
without mentioning interoperability. Interoperability is necessary to provide
a path for  exchanging information between these dissimilar  elements in
combined  operations.  If  we  do  not  have  interoperable  CIS  in  this
environment,  all  joint  elements  under  commander  will  not  be  able  to
coordinate their activities among themselves, C2 for commander will be a
heavy task, so as a result of this the mission will not be at least efficient, or
it may be even unsuccessful. So, there is a necessity that CIS of NATO

13 The International Security Assistance Force (ISAF) was a NATO-led security mission in 
Afghanistan.

14 US Joint Publication 1-02, Department of Defense Dictionary of Military and Associated 
Terms, November 2010.
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commands  and  nations  be  standardized  as  far  as  practical  to  achieve
interoperability. Also, the  exchange  of  information  between  military
organizations or nations is fundamental for decision-making.

The Aspects of Interoperability
According to Allied Joint Doctrine for Communication and Information

System AJP-6, further important aspects of interoperability are15: 
1. Interoperability versus Security. The competing needs of interoperability

versus security must be actively managed, in compliance with respective
NATO directives,  particularly  on multinational  operations.  Technical  and
procedural  solutions  based  on  a  comprehensive  risk  analysis  will  be
required. The means of risk analysis should be detailed, focused on risk
mitigation, and identify the risk owner.

2. Joint, Combined, and Integrated Operations.  The requirement for CIS
to be interoperable within, and between, the environments of land, air, and
maritime forces and, on operations between joint force components is well
established.  However,  operational  trends,  particularly  in  peace  support
operations,  indicate  a  growing  requirement  to  achieve  some  level  of
interoperability with cooperative partners, non-governmental organizations
(NGOs), and international organizations (IOs).  The lack of interoperable
CIS in such an environment may require the deployment of  compatible
systems and greater use of liaison officers.

3. Language. NATO communications doctrine is based on the use of English
as the common working  language.  However,  in  the  broader  context  of
multinational or  coalition operations,  interpreters or  language translation
software may be required, at all levels, to overcome language challenges.

4. Doctrine,  Tactics,  and  Procedures.  Where  possible,  use  extant
agreements such as STANAGs, memorandums of understanding (MOUs),
Allied publications, Allied communications publications (ACPs) as adopted
from the Combined Communications Electronics Board, and doctrine as
a basis  for  interoperability.  Such agreements and doctrine should cover
principles,  procedures  (e.g.,  standard message  formats),  and  spectrum
management. Testing the strength or validity of these should contribute to
the aims and objectives of the CIS community when utilizing opportunities
to exercise in joint and combined operations.

5. Data Standards, Database Formats, and Information Exchange.  Lack
of  standardization  in  CIS  procurement  and  development  has  led  to
numerous  data,  database,  and  waveform  formats  that  hamper
interoperability. This must be avoided wherever possible. J6 staff planners
should be aware of NATO agreed references on interoperability such as
STANAGs 5525 and 7149. In some cases, established commercial off-the-
shelf software may be used to maximize interoperability. 

15 Allied Joint Doctrine for Communication and Information System AJP-6, April 2011.
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NATO’s interoperability policy combined with the military understanding
of interoperability describes it as: The ability of Alliance forces and, when
appropriate,  forces of  partner and other nations,  to  train,  exercise,  and
operate  effectively  together  in  the  execution  of  assigned  missions  and
tasks.  As a final product of using interoperability among friendly forces is
achieving capability to produce a combined effect, or in different words to
work in synergy in realization of the assigned missions and tasks,  all  in
order to achieve the best joint results. From the above, we can conclude
that command information system interoperability is no other than ability of
all different kinds of CIS to interact among themselves and work together. If
we can provide that kind of joint CIS interaction, it will create synergy in
order to improve the way the JFC exercises C2 over assigned or attached
forces. 

The important thing to understand is that CIS interoperability is not an
absolute  state,  it  could  not  be  interpreted  just  like  that  exists  or  not.
Otherwise,  it  is  possible  to  measure  it  using defined  levels  of
interoperability.  NATO CIS is  optionally  composed of  interconnection  of
various CIS, own by different nations. This CIS has been developed with
different national criteria that will have to be united by using various levels
of interoperability in NATO. The development of techniques and the ways
of warfare causes to increase the level of interoperability. But that is not an
easy task because of a large number of different national restrictions or
security challenge, which is slowing down or disabling this process. 

The Levels of Interoperability
According to Allied Joint Doctrine for Communication and Information

System  AJP-6,  NATO  interoperability  policy,  the  five  levels  of
interoperability in terms of information systems are as follows: 

Level  0 – Isolated Interoperability  in  a Manual  Environment.  At  this
level systems are isolated one from each other and there does not exist a
physical connection among them. So there is a need to create a manual
gateway using some external medium from transmission of data. In these
conditions human interference is necessary to provide interoperability. 

Level 1 –  Connected Interoperability in a Peer-to-Peer Environment.
This  level  is  characterized  by  physical  connectivity  that  enables  direct
interaction among systems. But, exchanging data in this connection can be
established only between similar equipment, despite a physical link among
them. Also, the  data in  this  level  is  separated from applications,  which
disables the advanced actions with it. (e.g., frequency modulated voice or
e-mail).

Level 2 –  Functional Interoperability in a Distributed Environment. At
this level we have a capability of independent applications to exchange
and  use  independent  data  components  in  a  direct  or  distributed  way
between systems. In contrast to Level 1, here we have a product exchange
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which  may have a  heterogeneous  nature  (e.g.,  exchange  of  annotated
imagery or maps). So, in this level a basic collaboration is provided.

Level 3 – Domain Interoperability in an Integrated Environment. The
main feature of this level is a domain perspective that includes domain
data models and procedures where data is shared between independent
applications that may begin to work together in an integrated way. While
data is stored in shared databases, applications are still separated from the
data.  In  this  level  the  collaboration  is  more  sophisticated  (e.g.,  shared
Common Operative Picture). 

Level 4 – Enterprise Interoperability in a Universal Environment. This is
highest level that includes enterprise data models and procedures. Here
we have an advanced interaction among application with fluid data sharing
in a universal access environment. The collaboration among users is very
advanced (e.g., interactive Common Operative Picture).

Reaching  interoperability  or  higher  level  interoperability  among CIS
may fail because of reasons covered by the following categories: 

a) Technical  Standards. These  are  formal  agreements  on  the  common
implementation of a technical solution. We should take them into account
when we have to change CIS or equipment (in developing or designing
that kind of equipment, or buying new). Standards can also be applied to
technical or operational procedures.

b) Operational  or  Configuration  Procedures.  These  are  sets  of  rules  that
allows CIS that are technically able to exchange information to do so by
changing configurations or establishing appropriate mechanisms that were
of no application for the respective CIS considered in isolation to exchange
information. 

c) Gateways. Gateways are computer interfaces that resolve the difficulties of
technical  or  procedural  interoperability.  There  are  two  main  types  of
gateways: 

 Technical  Interface Gateways.  These  change  the  nature  of  the  data  in
order to make it exchangeable between different CIS or equipment.

 Information Exchange Gateways. These help to connect various security
domains in order to check and filter the information that can be exchanged
among them. 

If we succeed in enabling the interoperability interface by matching the
right procedures or configuration arrangements, than it will reach level 3
interoperability.  Gateways,  especially  those  implemented  for
interconnecting security domains can reach up to level 2, except in case
when gateways cover technical interfacing when it may also achieve level
3 interoperability. Finally, if interoperability depends on any kind of manual
manipulation of the information among CIS, then we are on level 0. 
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The developing CIS (Command Information System)
concept in the Serbian Army

In this part of the essay I will present work on the development of one
of  the  concepts of  CIS that  the Serbian army called ‘Proposal  concept
command and information system of Land forces brigade of Serbian army’
from the year 201116. The proposed concept is the result of many years of
working  on  this  interdisciplinary  area,  but  also  the  result  of  the
accumulated experience of a large team of people who are in the previous
period  in  the  institutions  of  the  Army  of  Serbia  continuously  and
systematically deal with the problems of command and information system.
At  present  the  CIS  represents  a  primary  source  required  to  obtain  an
efficient  military  command  management  system  and  an  instrument  for
multiplying  combat  power  without  increasing  the  number  of  units  and
combat  resources. A Command Information System (CIS)  in  a broader
sense can be defined as  a  set  of  hardware and software solutions  by
which  one  achieves  real-time  integration  of  organizational  structures,
doctrine,  technical  and  technological  systems and  facilities,  information
flows  and  processes  for  efficient  and  rational  decision-making  and
functioning17. 

CiS is a very complex system of multidisciplinary system. To achieve
its role and purpose, the concept of CIS in Serbia is based on the following
principles:

 interoperability is a principle that allows CIS to perform the functions and
tasks  in  joint  and  combined  operations,  or  in  other  words,  it  is  the
possibility of connecting and working in a wider area than the base of what
is  intended.  For  the  realization  of  this  principle  there  must  be met  the
following  conditions:  uniformity,  compatibility,  standardization  and
communication linkages.

 flexibility is the principle which implies a higher degree of integration at all
levels  and  the  ability  of  CIS  to  adapt  to  changing  and  unpredictable
situations  which  require  rapid  reorientation  to  new  tasks  with  minimal
conflict, disruption and loss of available time.

 availability is  the  principle  in  which  the  CIS  still  provides  immediate
feedback  information  (response)  to  the  set  requirements.  To make  the
system available, it must be reliable, redundant and timely.

16 M. M. Mladen, M. Miletić, Slobodan Proposal concept command and information system
of Land forces brigade of Serbian army, Military Technical Courier, vol. LIX, no. 2, 2011. 

17 M. Miletić, Design methodology integrated telecommunication and computer network 
command-information system artillery Battalion Fire support, Slobodan MILITARY 
TECHNICAL COURIER, vol. LX, no. 2, 2012. 
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 mobility is  a  principle  that  has  to  provide  full  spatial  mobility  of  CIS
elements,  as  well  as  its  ability  to  monitor  and  provide  all  necessary
services to mobile forces and individuals during combat, while the flow of
information is performed continuously.

 orderliness is  a  principle  that  ensures  orderly,  disciplined  and optimum
performance  for  all  participants  and  ensure  full  control  of  resources,
information flows and processes in the CIS. It contains the following three
actions: control and management, control of the electromagnetic spectrum
and management of information priorities.

 toughness is the principle that CIS has adequate probability of survival in
all  conditions of operation (combat and non-combat).  For toughness the
following  factors  are  important:  security  system,  information  protection,
protection against intrusions and attacks on the system.

 sustainability  of  the  system is  the  principle  that  achieves  continuity  of
support to CIS in all defined missions and operations in all conditions.

The  proposed  CIS  concept  of  solution  in  Serbian  Land  Forces
structures (brigade level) consists of six types of CIS basic tactical unit and
the brigade command, five technical sub-systems and a number of related
information systems (Figure 5.):

 CIS brigade command – operating command function;
 CIS intelligence service – intelligence function;
 CIS maneuvering forces – combat function;
 CIS fire support forces – combat function;
 CIS air defense forces – combat function;
 CIS logistic and other support forces – logistic function;
 Subsystem  ITCN (integrated  telecommunications  and  computer

networks);
 Subsystem NAV/TIME (navigation and exact time);
 Subsystem  SENSOR (radars,  passive  electronic  jamming  devices,

electronic warfare, lasers etc.);
 Subsystem COMPUTERS (servers, workstations, databases, etc.);
 EXECUTIVE subsystems (combat  systems,  weapons  control  systems,

fire control systems, etc.).
Technical  subsystems  represent  a  key  technical-technological

(hardware and software) basis for the realization of each CIS. Without their
proper system integration, which is mainly hardware character, successful
implementation  of  any  CIS,  which  is  dominated  by  software  solutions,
cannot be accomplished. 

Subsystem ITCN – should provide a continuous, high-quality, reliable,
secure and automated exchange of all kinds of information. It represents
the basis of all the flows of information on which commands and units lean.
The  subsystem  must  be  reliable,  redundant,  secure,  flexible,  dynamic,
resistant to all types of attacks and fully automated. In conjunction with the
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sensor subsystem it provides the conditions of control and monitoring of
the electromagnetic spectrum. The subsystem is spatially distributed and
covers command and unit.  Architecture ITCN should be modular  and it
needs to enable the implementation of flexible spatial networks of mixed
type.

Subsystem Nav/time – allows a spatial positioning and tracking of all
elements of own power (stationary and mobile), positioning and identifying
the elements of space and time synchronization of all processes and flows
necessary for CIS. In addition, in conjunction with the sensor subsystem it
enables tracking of all elements of the opposing force. The backbone of
this  system  makes  the  global  satellite  navigation  type  systems  GPS,
GLONASS and GALILEO.  These systems simultaneously  allow precise
positioning in space and generate the correct time. In order to eliminate the
possibility that the owners of global satellite navigation deliberately distort
or block the system and at the same time to achieve higher positioning
accuracy, there is extra additional own ground equipment for so-called ‘the
differential  mode’.  The  essence  is  in  the  use  of  referent  base  stations
whose  spatial  position  is  precisely  determined,  and through  it  gives  a
possibility of monitoring of precision global navigation satellite system data.
Based  on  the  measured  error  (intentional  and  unintentional)  the  base
station is generating a real-time correction messages, and transfer of this
information is reached through ITCN.
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Source: M. M. Mladen, M. Miletić, Proposal concept of command and information system of
Land Forces brigade of the Serbian Army, Slobodan, 2011., p. 88.

Figure 5. The concept of structure CIS Land Force Command (brigade level)

Subsystem SENSORS – is used for automated data collection of the
opponent and our own forces, space and time. With it, we will be able to
determine the parameters for main elements of forces, space and time,
and that will allow the final identification process and events necessary for
further analysis and decision making for every participant. The subsystem
SENSORS  consists  of  tools  and  systems  for  electronic  warfare,
observation  and  acquisition  radars,  battlefield  surveillance  radars,  anti-
ballistic  radars,  infrared,  thermal  imaging  systems,  laser  systems of  all
kinds, the sound and seismic systems etc. 

Subsystem  COMPUTERS –  is  made  up  from  existing  servers,
workstations, portable computers, software applications and databases. It
provides automatic processing of all information, delivers the current view
of the situation and data, provides conditions for making better decisions,
and by all that it accelerates the reaction system. This system is distributed
in space and its key elements must be duplicated. 

EXECUTIVE  subsystems –  represent  a  fundamental  basis  for  the
functioning  of  the  military  organization  and  it  is  made up  from combat
systems,  management  fire  systems  tools,  non-combat  systems,  etc.
Complex combat systems contain sensors, computers and subsystems for
navigation. Linking all combat systems in a unified CIS brings the following
effects:

 increase in combat power of units (gain power);
 increase in the efficiency of individual combat systems;
 increase in the chance of survival on the battlefield;
 increase in precision and reducing the effects of reaction time;
 rationalization of the use of resources;
 compensation for shortcomings of individual combat systems, etc.

To combat and non-combat systems and tools that  currently do not
have  the  ability  to  bind  in  the  CIS,  it  is  necessary  to  be  enabled  this
possibility by the future modernization program.

Despite the fact that this concept of CIS was developed much earlier,
until now it has not been introduced in full operational use in the Serbian
Army.  The main reason for  this state is the inability to provide of  large
amounts  of  financial  resources,  which  are  necessary  in  order  to  fully
implement and finish this project. The  procurement of new or upgrading
existing systems of sensors, acquisition of modern active combat assets,
or purchasing recent radio telecommunication devices are all  together a
highly demanding investments. For this reason, purchasing those assets
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and systems is a great challenge for every country which wants to provide
network-centric capabilities for own army. 

CIS is a dynamic system that must continuously monitor customer’s
needs and technical and technological changes. For this reason it is not
a closed and defined system,  but  a system that  continuously  develops,
builds and implements. 

Conclusions

This essay has demonstrated the power of information superiority and
network  centric  capabilities  in  present  time.  Not  only  is  technology
changing conflict, but the way in which armies wage war is also changing.
It is evident that Network Centric Warfare has been established as a core
element of modern military operations. NCW delivers a level of situational
awareness which, without any doubt, rapidly raises mission effectiveness
and  allows  the  military  to  be  more  flexible.  Using  a  communications
technology to provide even dispersed forces with the latest information and
create shared awareness guarantees that forces are better informed and
therefore more likely to make the right decisions.

However,  with  all  its  advantages NCW or  NEC do  not  represent  a
completely perfect system. They both relay on a technology which has its
flaws. The perfect system does not exist, each of them can fail or not be
available at the time for reasons of reliability or actions of enemy. So, as
they are developing, it is necessary to take steps to safeguard them from
malicious action of opponent on one side, and on another to train forces to
be  able  to  conduct  operations  in  failure  mode without  help  of  network
centric  systems  benefits.  Despite  these  vulnerabilities,  Network  Centric
Warfare is a crucial element of modern military operations.

Successful cooperative missions depend on an ability of different but
capable  forces  working  together.  The ambitions  for  NNEC can only  be
reached through all  the lines of development including achieving higher
level of interoperability as a main goal. 

Command and Information Systems (CISs) in the Serbian Army today
represent  the  primary  means  of  achieving  effective  C2  (command and
control), and means for multiplying power (combat power) without increase
in the number of units and combat equipment. Command and information
systems  are  very  complex  multidisciplinary  systems  requiring  the
implementation of prototype evolution methodology. Due to its complexity,
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importance end sensitivity, the CIS has to be realized in one’s own military
research  and  development  institutions  belonging  to  the  Ministry  of
Defense, because only these institutions have adequate knowledge and
facilities. Fast and ad-hoc solutions in this area are unacceptable from the
military, specialized and economic point of view. 

Of course, in order to provide adequate and modern CIS with all its
components and parts, it is necessary to provide the required amount of
funds for  the  procurement  and  development  of  the  same.  It  should  be
understood that the solution is not a partial purchase and implementation
of only parts of CIS in the long term. If we want to follow the tendencies of
modern network centric warfare, we have to prepare for it and accomplish
the integration of all components into one entity.

Somewhere  in  the  future,  advanced  network  centric  operation  will
completely replace forms of armed operations which we are conducting
today, so we have to be prepared.
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NETWORK CENTRIC – THE NEW WEAPON
OF THE INFORMATION AGE

Abstract: The purpose of this paper is to present the Network Centric
theory and operations as a tool of modern warfare. The first part contains
the basics of the theory of Network Centric War-fare (NCW), describing its
definitions and terms. The author shows its significance and the issue of
‘shared awareness’ with regard to usage in the contemporary theatre. The
next section refers to NATO Network Enabled Capabilities (NNEC), giving
its  definition  and  its  basics,  and  describing  the  effects  of  ‘information
superiority’.  Moreover,  it  shows  how this  can  be  achieved  by  reaching
interoperability  using  Multilateral  Interoperability  Programme  (MIP)  and
NATO Friendly Force Information (NFFI). The section also discusses levels
of  interoperability.  The  last  section  describes  the  present  work  on  the
development of the concept of CIS in the Serbian army called ‘A Proposal
Concept of a Command and Information System of a Land Forces Brigade
of  the  Serbian  Army’.  Finally,  general  conclusions  are  drawn  and
responsibilities for future generations are presented.
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